






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Title : A Basic Study on Cognitive Fitness in Clothes Design
Hideyo NOTOHARA ( Graduate School of Oakayama University)
Yumi YAMAGUCHI  (Faculty of Economy, Wakayama University)
Haruhisa YAMAGUCFJI (Faculty of Education, Oakayama University)
This is the second report on deciding the fitness for the clothes.In the first one, from the viewpoint of human engineering,
 we had a hypothesis that the mode of impression of the clothes is based on some cognitive map.In order to model the
 subjective interpretation on the fitness for the clothes design, we analyzed the relationship between cognitive impression of
 clothes' shapes, their color, and materials.We focused especially on the graphical descriptors such as Lab Color System,
 its autocorrelation and rough image segmentation, which corresponded to the graphical attributes.Our psychological
 experiment indicated thatthe subjective interpretation consists of "general evaluation ", "spatial ", and "textual "
 factors.By analyzing the relationship between these three factors and graphical descriptors, we found that each factor
 requires different graphical descriptors.For the second report, furthermore, another experiments were carried out, from
 the results of which we tried structurizing those factors on the fitness for the clothes.
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